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� This is one of the few models of malaria to account for spatial distributions.

� We examine the effects of varying the density of structures in malaria-endemic areas, given the diffusive behaviour of mosquitoes.
� We show that the initial distribution of structures is key to reducing the effects of malaria in prevalent areas.
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a b s t r a c t

Eradication of malaria from the world in the latter part of the twentieth century proved an elusive, albeit
desirable, objective. Unfortunately, resurgence of malarial incidence is currently underway. Key to un-
derstanding effective control schemes such as indoor residual spraying (spraying insecticide inside
houses to kill the malarial vector mosquitoes) is the impact of spatial distributions for communities
exposed to the malarial vector mosquito populations. Densities of human dwellings in small commu-
nities vary considerably in regions exposed to larval breeding sites. We extend prior modelling work to
explore the spatial impact and diffusive transport of mosquito population densities on various dis-
tributions of human populations on relatively small landscape representations. Bistable dynamics of our
reaction-diffusion model, which excludes advective transport, suggest two temporal phases for infection.
An initial rapid phase occurs during transitions from initial homogeneous or spatially confined infections
to peak levels over the course of days, and a relaxation phase develops to a steady state over weeks or
months, suggesting successful intervention methods likely require recognising the phase of infection. We
further observe a strong dependence of human infection and recovery on distributions of susceptible
human populations with some degree of independence from mosquito distributions given an adequate
supply of mosquito vectors to sustain infections. A subtle and complex interplay between human
dwelling densities, mosquito diffusion and infection rates also emerges. With a sufficiently fast diffusive
transport of mosquitoes, our model indicates that relative timescales for infection rates are slower,
leading to lower rates of infection. This suggests that, although we here only include diffusive transport,
if mosquitoes are subject to rapid enough movement (e.g., wind), communities situated in windy areas
are exposed to less infectious risk than those in non-windy areas. This should help to guide intervention
strategies with geographical considerations in mind. Our implementation of a reaction-diffusion model
here further reveals some issues regarding continuum methods for population and infectious disease
models that suggest consideration of discrete spatial methods (e.g., agent-based) for future work.

& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The impact of malaria on infected individuals, associated
eans),
economic effects and social ramifications are profound (Keiser
et al., 2004). Infections are estimated to affect 360 million in-
dividuals annually (Snow et al., 2005), resulting in millions of
deaths per annum (Breman et al., 2004), including significant
numbers of sub-Saharan children (Keiser et al., 2004). Nearly half
the population of the Earth is at risk from malarial infection (Snow
et al., 2005; Lopez et al., 2006; Silué et al., 2008). Although current
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decreases in malaria mortality are encouraging, continued and
increased efforts are required to achieve elimination and eradi-
cation objectives (Murray et al., 2012).

In the twentieth century, malaria was one of four diseases
targeted for eradication (Alyward et al., 2000). The others were
smallpox, yellow fever and yaws, a tropical infection of the skin,
bones and joints. Only smallpox was successful. Despite being
cost-beneficial and having broad societal and political support
(Alyward et al., 2000), malaria eradication efforts failed due to a
combination of factors including insecticide resistance, economic
under-development, non-human primate reservoirs and the dis-
continuation of DDT as a method of vector control, following
publication of “Silent Spring” (Carson, 1962), although we can only
speculate as to the effectiveness of more potent historical DDT
usage.

Control measures for the malarial transmission vector—the
mosquito—include insecticides aimed at either the winged adults
or the water-bound larvae; interior or indoor residual spraying
(IRS) (Smith? and Hove-Musekwa, 2008); and insecticide-treated
nets situated within dwellings (Killeen et al., 2013). IRS and in-
secticide-treated nets are effective (Macintyre et al., 2006),
whereas direct intervention of larval breeding sites and adult
vector population controls may have mixed results (Fillinger et al.,
2009). Such exterior interventions require further analysis for
optimising effectiveness (Killeen et al., 2013; Githeko et al., 2012).
All methods are necessarily dependent on key factors of the
transmission vector's dynamical dependence on spatial compo-
nents, including landscape topology, proximity of susceptible po-
pulations, population densities and structure types and distribu-
tions (Carter et al., 2000; Githeko et al., 2012). Recognition and
careful consideration of such spatial features are required for im-
plementing effective control measures; for instance, spatial clus-
tering of malarial risk substantially increases the disease's trans-
mission robustness (Hasibeder and Dye, 1988).

Malaria is strongly associated with location, with disease
transmission restricted to a few kilometres from specific mosquito
breeding sites (Carter et al., 2000). The clustering of malaria risk
has been recognised as a potent factor underlying the robustness
of malaria transmission (Hasibeder and Dye, 1988). Conversely,
knowledge of locations and individuals at high risk allows specific
targeting of intervention measures (Ghebreyesus et al., 2000). It
follows that the spatial heterogeneity of landscape, urban/rural
population densities and the distribution of structures plays an
important role in the control of malaria.

We therefore expand previous modelling efforts studying ma-
larial infectious dynamics to include particular spatial components
(Al-Arydah and Smith?, 2011). Of the many spatial ingredients
relevant to the infection dynamic, we aim to investigate here the
proximity of human populations to mosquito breeding sites (or
“birth-zones”), the densities of human dwellings and the dis-
tributions of human populations over idealised regions. Our aim is
to provide insights into the effects of these spatial aspects on the
overall mosquito and human infection dynamic. With an improved
grasp on how such spatial inhomogeneities affect the robustness
of malarial transmission and persistence, we may in turn calibrate
the use of control measures such as larval-breeding-site inter-
vention or IRS into more efficient and potent weapons in an on-
going struggle with such a tenacious disease.
2. Methods

2.1. Geometry

Mosquitoes display distinct spatial distribution heterogeneities
—particularly in lowland regions near breeding sites with
adequate standing water sources (Githeko et al., 2006). We gen-
eralise such spatial relationships between larval breeding sites and
adult mosquito distributions near human dwellings from pub-
lished data into a simplified suite of geometries, initial conditions
and birthing regions for our simulations. The proximities of mos-
quito vectors and larval birth-zones to human dwellings is com-
bined with different clusterings of human dwellings and inter-
dwelling distances as extracted from historical data. Of interest
here is a particular rural region in Kenya, where we obtain via
Google Maps a map of dwellings and their relative locations from
2001 (shown in Fig. 1). We focus on this region since available
published data from Zhou et al. (2007) shows spatial distributions
of larval and adult mosquito vector densities in this area from
2002 (see Figure 1 from Zhou, et al.). The idealised representation
of this rural site as generalised into five distinct distributions of
farming regions embedded within surrounding landscapes, as well
as various dwelling clusterings, is shown in Fig. 2.

2.2. Reaction-diffusion model

We deploy the model already described in Al-Arydah and
Smith? (2011), with some variations for our two-dimensional
Ω( ∈ )r

2 spatial problem of interest. This reflects a long heritage of
ecological “patch” models but with full diffusion of both humans
and mosquitoes (Kierstead and Slobodkin, 1953). The previous
model included a system of impulsive PDEs. We do not employ
impulsive PDEs here but rather a coupled system of reaction-dif-
fusion PDEs split into exterior (Ωe) and interior (Ωi) regimes for all
mosquito and human variable representations. We briefly sum-
marise the current version of the model here and refer the reader
to the prior work for further details.

The model is a classical susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR)
depiction in two spatial domains that represent the extra-dwelling
and internal-dwelling spaces. In each domain, the full suite of
mosquito (virgin “M” and carrier “N”) as well as human (S, I, R)
variables are included thus:
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where the subscript r indicates the spatial domain where the
variable resides and → ∈ x 2. These domains include the “exterior”
(e) or “interior” (i) domains, as well as a sub-domain of the ex-
ternal, which we call the “farming” (f) domain; hence we have

∈ { }r e f i, , . The farming sub-domain is added for distinction be-
tween the domain where humans (S, I, R) are situated in a farming
region and where they are not: the extra-farming region where
mosquitoes are born but do not encounter humans. Hence we
have Ω Ω⊂f e. In our model, it is only within the “farming” region
(Ωf) and interior dwelling region (Ωi) where moquitoes and hu-
mans interact. Note that both non-infected, M, and carrier, N,
mosquitoes reside in all three domains, although the interior and
exterior varieties are spatially distinct variables separated by the
internal dwelling boundary Ω∂ i.

A term included here yet not in the prior work (Al-Arydah and
Smith?, 2011) is the area, A, which provides suitable dimensions
and scaling for each domain's spatial extent either for births (Ar) or



Fig. 1. Historical landscape map for the year 2001 from Google Earth. This particular scene corresponds to the 2002 data presented in Figure 1 of Zhou et al. (2007) that
depicts clusters of high mosquito larva and adult densities (highlighted in roughly elliptical regions) in this particular area of Kenya: the Iguhu, Kakamega District south of
the Yala river. Note the number and variety of dwelling groupings, as well as interdwelling distances. Black bar¼100 m.
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infections ( )βA . Additionally, our mosquito birth function, Λ (→)xe , is
spatially inhomogeneous and thus also distinct from the 2011
model; it is further active only for the exterior region Ωe. We
utilise this function to represent a “birth-zone” of larval activity
and vary the spatial extent of this birth region to explore its effects
on the infection dynamic. It is configured as a Heaviside dis-
tribution varying only in one spatial direction (here, x), effectively
confining mosquito births to a rectangular strip (e.g.,
− ≤ ≤x x300 m bz). Steady-state profiles result from the balance
between the rectangular region of births and the homogenous
death rate, which can be seen in Fig. 4. Each birth-zone variant is
described in the Results section below and noted in Table A1.
Another novel spatial dependence is via the human births, π(→)x .
π(→)x is held to a constant and uniform value at the level given in
the parameters table or permitted spatial dependence in a Gaus-
sian-fashion, as noted in the results. Note that the diffusion coef-
ficients for mosquitoes M and N are the same as in Al-Arydah and
Smith? (2011) and are identical for each variable and across all
domains. The human diffusion coefficients are similarly identical
across the human variables ( )S I R, , and domains Ω Ω( ),f i yet are
chosen to represent a vastly slower diffusion scale than the mos-
quito while not being identically zero as in the 2011 model. These
parameter values are also listed in Table A1.

Boundary conditions for the external mosquito variables (Me

and Ne) are Neumann insulation on the external boundary envel-
oping the exterior domain, which we denote ∂Ωe, while a linear
difference transport flux condition couples the interior and ex-
terior mosquito variables (e.g., Ne and Ni) on the shared boundary
between domains Ωe and Ωi, denoted ∂Ωi:
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The permeability term s is varied over simulations to represent
the porosity of dwellings (e.g., mud/thatch roof with a high por-
osity or brick with a low porosity; see Table A1), and the signs
adjusted for suitable transport direction depending on the domain
(e.g., external or internal, or ∈r e i, ). Note that there is no coupling
between the internal and external human variables Sf and Si, etc.;
these variables are completely distinct. The only route of transfer
between internal human states (susceptible to infected, say) is via
intrusion of an external carrier mosquito, Ne, into a dwelling with
the above transport condition (Eq. (3)) converting the external
carrier to an internal, or Ni. Note that the farm domain boundary—
denoted ∂Ωf—is diffusively transparent to mosquito variables and
simultaneously functions as a Neumann insulation flux condition
for the exterior or “farm” region human variables. See Fig. 2 for a
schematic depicting these details.

Note that mosquito and human variables occupy different



Exterior Domain (Ωe)

Exterior (Farm) Domain (Ωf)

Interior (Dwelling) Domain (Ωi)

Neumann Insulation BC (δΩe)
Exterior-Farm Boundary (δΩf)

M & N Flux BC (δΩi)

Fig. 2. Geometries (scale: metres). Overall, five square geometries—with identical extents of 600�600 m—were employed in our simulations. Each geometry is based on a
generalised interpretation of actual dwelling distribution and clustering taken from the historical map data shown in Fig.1. We chose to represent highly clustered dwellings
as in panel (A) and sparsely clustered as in (E). Variants of two cluster (B), three (C) and six (D) were included. Each geometry contains 18 dwellings, with the centre column
of dwellings aligned at x¼100 m in each geometry. Clustering variants were further altered with different dwelling densities or distances between the individual dwellings.
These inter-dwelling distances were 10, 5 and 15 m, shown in panels (A)–(C), respectively.
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external domains. Mosquitoes (both infected N and non-infected
M) reside in the entire exterior domain, Ωe, and the internal do-
main, Ωi, yet are solved as distinct internal and external varieties
(e.g., Ne is distinct from Ni). The internal and external mosquito
variables are partitioned by the dwelling boundary along ∂Ωi

while coupled via a flux transport condition shown in Eqs. (2) and
(3) along the same boundary. The exterior human variables (Se, Ie,
and Re) reside in the external “farm” subdomain, Ω Ω⊂f e, and are
enclosed with a Neumann insulation boundary condition along the
exterior-farm boundary, Ω∂ f . Similar to the distinct mosquito
variables, the internal human varieties (e.g., Si, Ii and Ri) inhabit the
dwelling domain, Ωi, and are distinct from the exterior-farm
varieties. Note that there is no coupling for the two domains of
human variables; e.g., there is no flux transport term for human
variables analogous to Eqs. (2) and (3).
3. Results

3.1. Equilibria of the system

We analysed system (1) to determine whether any diffusion-
free steady-state solutions arise. We observe a bistable dynamic.
Solving for equilibria of the non-diffusive analogue to system (1)
reveals two such critical points. The first is a “trivial” or disease-
free solution, which we denote Peq1, with no infected mosquitoes
or humans. Peq1 is a saddle-point and entails a straightforward
dependency on the ratios of birth and death rates. For parameters
in Table A1, all eigenvalues of the system for Peq1 are negative
except one, whose corresponding eigenvector and associated
geometry of the behaviour near Peq1 was not analysed. Numerical
experiments show that any perturbation of infected mosquitoes or
humans away from identically zero densities pushes solutions
along the unstable trajectories surrounding Peq1 and drives the
system towards the second critical point. The second point, de-
noted Peq2, is a stable equilibrium reflecting an endemic infection
whose eigenvalues are all negative for the parameters listed in
Table A1. We further confirmed stability of Peq2 with numerical
simulations of the full diffusive system on test geometries ex-
cluding any barriers to diffusion (e.g., complications of dwelling
clusters or densities; results not shown). These equilibria are used
to guide the following bulk numerical investigations, and their
influence on the overall trends across solutions on the suites of
geometries and their corresponding areas are apparent as noted
below. See the Appendix for details on the equilibria solutions.

Numerical results of the full reaction-diffusion model equations
were found with an unstructured finite element method (linear
triangular discretisation), custom implemented in MATLAB and
heavily vectorised for memory efficiency and performance. Geo-
metry mesh triangularisations were built with the Sandia La-
boratory–developed spatial discretiser CUBIT. A fully implicit,
adaptive time integration scheme (2nd order Midpoint/BDF O
(2) predictor-corrector (Gresho and Sani, 2000)) along with a
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customised GMRES implementation in MATLAB solved the cou-
pled sparse systems of linear equations. We refer the reader to
Means (2010) for a detailed description of the numerical solution
implementation.

3.2. Initial distributions

We applied different initial distributions of non-infected mos-
quitoes (external Me) and various initial distributions of humans in
the external “farm” region (susceptible Se) over the above de-
scribed suite of geometries. Initial conditions for all other variables
(e.g., carrier mosquitoes, Nr, infected and recovered humans, Ir and
Rr) are held the same in all domains and throughout the simula-
tions as noted (see Table A1 for constant initial values).

External mosquito (Me) initial distributions were at the outset a
homogenous and large initial density throughout the entire ex-
ternal domain, Ωe; we set Me0 to 1100/km2. This was combined
with a homogenous and relatively low initial infected density of

=N 50/kme0
2 to avoid leading to the trivial solution. Proximity

between the human dwelling clusters and mosquito birth sites
was modelled using regions where we spatially localised non-in-
fected Me production into a “birth zone” via the term Λ (→)xe in

system (1). Λ (→)xe was configured to produce either a few new Me

near the dwellings (the “BZb” birth-zone) or a substantial number
Fig. 3. Initial distributions for external “farm” susceptibles, Se. Surface plots show the ini
the centre of each cluster distribution of “farm” regions. Here we show only three of the
cluster of sparsely distributed dwellings (Panel C); profiles for the two and six cluster ar
distributions such that the overall number of individuals is constant across the geometry
initial distribution of Se densities tightly localised around individual dwellings instead o
Gaussian initial distributions are applied across all geometry-cluster combinations.
of Me that are born directly on top of the cluster (e.g., the “BZd”
zone; see Fig. 4).

3.2.1. Farming region human distribution
Susceptible humans, Se, were distributed in two-dimensional

Gaussian profiles centred over each farm region, with the number
of distributions matching the geometry; e.g., two Gaussian dis-
tributions of humans in the two-cluster geometry or three in the
three-cluster, etc. We denote this initial distribution as a “farm
initial condition” or fIC. As the number of clusters varies in spacing,
these particular initial distributions naturally overlap to differing
degrees; this is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the different peak levels
of the Gaussian distributions are observable. The distributions are
calibrated such that we maintain the same total population den-
sity over all geometries; hence the lower maximal values as the
number of clusters increase.

Fig. 5A shows transient solutions for the system on the single
cluster geometry, and the strength of the initial mosquito popu-
lation “burst” is evident. Within the first 10 days, rapid reactions
occur in the exterior domains between the infected mosquitoes,
Ne, and susceptible humans, Se, leading to a large spike in infected
people, Ie, and their eventual recovery, Re. Re displays the most
significant spatial gradients primarily during the transient reaction
phase within 100 days, well before the system relaxes to steady
tial Gaussian profiles of human susceptible densities (individuals/km2) aligned with
total five cluster geometries: one cluster (Panel A), three cluster (Panel B) and one
e similar (not shown). Note the densities are adjusted across each suite of Gaussian
-cluster distribution. Panel D shows an alternate Gaussian density calibrated for an
f the entire farm region: our “dwelling-localised” initial condition, or “dIC”. Similar



Fig. 4. Mosquito birth-zone steady states of Λ (→)xe . Four profiles are shown, de-
monstrating various configurations of a Heaviside-in-space, (→ − )H x xbz , mosquito
birthing-region distributions for our idealised geometries. Solutions are homo-
genous in the y-direction; hence only solutions along the x-direction are shown.
Notations used are “BZ”¼birth-zone combined with subscript indicating spatial
extent. Here, “a” is the furthest to the left (active mosquito production in region

∈ [ − ]x x300 m, bz with = −x 290 mbz ), “b” with = −x 200 mbz , “c” with
= −x 50 mbz and “d” the furthest to the right with =x 100 mbz ). Note these profile

distributions' relative proximity to each geometry cluster centred at =x 100 m (see
Fig. 2). Vertical triangle plots indicate location of dwellings for the one-cluster (1C,
5 m interdwelling spacing) and one-cluster diffuse (1CD) geometries; note coin-
cidence of dwellings aligned at =x 100 m. Combined with the constant and
homogeneous death rate, μq, the spatially restricted birthing regions result in these
steady-state profiles.
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state, and reflects the Gaussian initial distribution for Se. The
gradient further exhibits some bias of the peak towards the source
of mosquito births. Uninfected mosquitoes establish a steady-state
gradient dictated by the birth-zone term Λ (→)xe and the homo-
genous death rate, μq, with noticeable valleys of density around
the dwelling cluster due to conversion to Ne (not shown).

Raising the levels of mosquito births around the human
dwellings via extension of Λ (→)xe to the “BZd” distribution drives Se
levels down considerably along with increases in Ne, Ie and Re
(Fig. 5B). Internal infected mosquitoes also rise substantially
higher, leading to dramatically more infected individuals, Ii, at
steady state, and, along with the recovered density inside the
dwellings, Ri, further settle to levels exceeding the initial peak seen
in the “BZb”. Both Ii and Ri display spatial gradients, although not
within the individual dwellings themselves but instead over the
cluster of dwellings. Those more proximal to the bulk of the
mosquito birth regions (e.g., <x 100 m) suffer higher overall in-
fection densities than their more distant neighbours (not shown).
Spatial gradients of exterior humans are dampened now with the
BZd birth zone. Although Re still displays a prominent gradient in
the first 100 days, it relaxes to a modest difference of only about
5 people/km2 at steady state.

Note that the dwelling porosity, sr, for our boundary transport
term of Eq. (2), representing invasion of mosquitoes into the
dwelling interior, is set to “high” in Fig. 5 for both sets. Lowering
porosity substantially reduces all interior infection levels due to Ni

densities held well under 1 individual/km2 at steady-state for ei-
ther Λ (→)xe extents (not shown). Overall, with mosquito invasion
constrained by the lower sr, the same relative gradients and
densities result, but for the interior at far lower values than at the
higher sr, effectively eliminating interior infections. Initial phase
infections still occur, however, due to interior Mi set to 5 insects/
km2 at the outset and a non-zero Ni that rises to a density of
around 20 per km2 by 20 days. Infected humans, Ii, peak at around
1500 individuals/km2, comparable to results with the higher por-
osity boundary transport. At t¼1000 days, Ii is reduced by orders
of magnitude but not eliminated and is still slowly rising to steady
state. Exterior densities are only negligibly affected, as expected,
and the dwelling clusters effectively act as simple diffusive bar-
riers to transport across the farm domain.

Varying inter-dwelling distances on our suites of clustered
dwelling geometries indicates a nominal effect on exterior den-
sities while demonstrating the influence of diffusion and dis-
tribution of people. Exterior infected mosquitoes Ne are displayed
over our three implemented inter-dwelling spacings of 5, 10 and
15 m on the single cluster of all 18 dwellings (see Fig. 6A). At the
smallest spacing of 5 m, diffusion of mosquitoes or humans into
and through the cluster appears impeded. Significantly increasing
the human diffusion rate with no alteration of mosquito diffusion
results in the same overall difference, depending on the distribu-
tion of Se. With the gently sloped fIC, the tightly clustered 5 m
inter-dwelling geometry still gives lower overall densities for ex-
terior infected mosquitoes with DH orders of magnitude higher
(Fig. 6B). Expanding the number of clusters while reducing
dwelling number eliminates this effect. Only in the single cluster,
and less so in the two cluster, are there enough dwellings in close
proximity for such a diffusive impedance—and only during the
initial transient phase of simulated time (within 20 days; not
shown). Overall, essentially little to no impact of variant dwelling
spacings emerges for exterior variables when comparing solution
extents (e.g., max/ave/min) either at the end of simulation time
(see Fig. 7) or over all time (not shown). Alternatively, confining
the initial distribution of susceptible people with the “dwelling-
centred” initial condition or the dIC (introduced next section) re-
verses the initial trend suggesting at least some dependency on
human diffusion (Fig. 6C).

3.2.2. Dwelling-localised human distribution
We confined the initial Gaussian distribution of Se to one with a

much narrower base and steeper peak, the “dwelling-localised”
initial condition (dIC) illustrated in Fig. 3D for the 1CD geometry.
This dIC was calibrated such that total populations of external
human densities are the same as in the fIC distribution, and the
smaller bases for the dIC Gaussian necessitate higher peaks. Out at
steady state though, the dIC effect on all densities compared with
the fIC results is nominal, and only the dIC results in Fig. 7 are
presented.

Due to the area dependency of the equilibrium solution, Peq2,
we expected independence at steady state from the initial dis-
tribution; this was further reinforced by distinctive trends emer-
ging over the suites of geometries and their commensurate rise in
area, Ar. External infection densities fall as cluster numbers rise at
the presented end of simulated time (here, 1000 days). Interior
infection levels are essentially flat over cluster number since the
interior areas for dwellings are constant and thus not subject to
variations in Ar as with the external. A trend of higher mosquito
invasions with more exposed dwellings is most evident, particu-
larly in the CD case that positions an entire column of six dwell-
ings deeper into the mosquito birth-zone (compare dwelling lo-
cations in Fig. 4). As before with the fIC, reducing the permeability
term, sr, produces the same overall pattern but with dramatically
lower interior densities for steady-state Ii (not shown).

Greater exposure of dwellings in the CD configuration to
mosquito births also establishes the significant spatial gradient for
all the interior species, which still emerge for all other config-
urations, yet to nowhere near the same degree. Exterior spatial
distributions result for mosquitoes due to the influence of Λ (→)xe ,
while only negligible gradients form by comparison for humans
that increase as cluster densities rise. For instance, Se gradients are
greatest for the 1C configuration and diminish to effectively



Fig. 5. Mosquito birth-zone comparison. Results here for simulations performed on the one-cluster geometry are shown, including the maximum, average and minimum
values for all variables (interdwelling spacing set at 10 m). Initial non-infected mosquito density was a homogeneous and high impulse of 1100 individuals/km2, with a
homogenous and relatively low density of 50/km2 infected Ne. Susceptible people were initially distributed according to the “farm” condition (“fIC”), and the dwelling porosity
sr was set to “high”. Upper panels (A) are with the mosquito birth-zone set for much lower Me production in the dwelling cluster region (notation “BZb”; see Fig. 4). Lower
panels (B) are with theMe birth-zone shifted in the positive x-direction for substantially higher densities of mosquitoes around the cluster of dwellings (notation “BZd”). Inset
plots for each species are over time ∈ [ ]t 650, 1000 days, showing systems relaxing to steady state. Initial transient solutions are quite similar within first 20 days. Out at
steady state, exterior human susceptibles Se are significantly reduced. Interior infected and recovered humans (Ii and Ri) display significant increases due to the elevated Ne.
Subtler effects include stronger solution gradients (e.g., Ii and Ri) over the clusters, higher sustained densities of interior infected Ni and sharply lower exterior susceptible
humans, Se.
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homogenous distributions for the CD.
Also, as suggested by results shown in Fig. 6, the inter-dwelling

spacing has a limited effect on the exterior densities. Once the
transient phase of the initial 20 days or so passes and solutions
relax towards their respective equilibria, no significant influence of
spacing dwellings from 5 up to 15 m is evident. We further tested
another sparser distribution of 30 m (on the 1C configuration)
with a nominal increase over the other densities—for the external
variables—at steady state. Internal densities on the 30 m dis-
tribution, however, are quite different with more Ni and conse-
quently higher Ii and Ri by around a factor of two (not shown).
Note, however, that the 30 m intervals between dwellings also
push the leftmost column deeper under the influence of Λ (→)xe , and
Ii distributions with the 30 m spacing reflect this.

Considering again Fig. 6A and 6B, well before steady state
during the initial 20-day infection phase, effects of human diffu-
sion with the sharply confined dIC contrast with the fIC. The vastly
higher diffusion rate for human transport now flips the order of
infected mosquito densities over the dwelling spacings, and, with
no alteration to the diffusion rate of mosquitoes, the influence of Se
on Ne emerges. The initial high peak Ne that is impeded by the 5 m
spacing is driven down, and peak Ie do not rise to the same sharp
initial extremes as seen in Fig. 5. Diffusion is now essentially too
fast for infections to occur before peak Se levels dissipate, and
barriers such as those seen with tight 5 m spacings are overcome
by such a large and non-physical rate of human “locomotion”. Al-
ternatively, impact of elevated human diffusion on internal infec-
tions is negligible as long as there are sufficient infected Ne sur-
rounding the dwellings to invade the interior (not shown).

The trend of increasing Mi over the clusters suggested some
diffusive impedance occurs with the denser dwelling configura-
tions, and we hence tested doubling the diffusion rate of mos-
quitoes for the 1C variant. Steady-state levels for Mi shift to levels
comparable with the 3C, and Ni rise above all other configurations
except the CD. Moreover, the consistent pattern across all internal
variables with larger gradients emerging as spacing increases from



Fig. 6. Inter-dwelling distance impact. Transient solution (spatial averages) comparisons of external infected mosquitoes solo cluster geometry with varying inter-dwelling
spacing (mosquito birth-zone set to “BZd”, initial condition for Se set to fIC). Inset plots show systems relaxing to steady state over ∈ [ ]t 650, 1000 days. Panel A shows peak
exterior infected mosquito densities (Ne) with the left sub-plot results for the default diffusion rate for humans (0.1 km2/day) and the right panel at a greatly elevated
diffusion rate (5000 km2/day). In both instances, inter-dwelling spacing effects still result in modestly higher peak levels at wider dwelling spacings. Panel B shows identical
results as in Panel A, but with the “dwelling-localised” initial distribution (dIC) of susceptible humans for the same pair of diffusion rates (see Fig. 3). Note that the higher
peak levels reflect the much steeper initial densities for Se with the dIC. However, with a much faster diffusion of 5000 km2/day, the initial trend reverses, giving a similar
result to the fIC variety where the widest spacing has the highest number of infected Ne, while the small 5 m spacing are at a lower comparable level of available Ne. At longer
time scales, similar patterns emerge at the same diffusion rates, although these may be due more to numerical than distribution effects.

Fig. 7. Geometry impact at steady-state comparison. Solution extents (max/ave/min) over three dwelling spacings of 5, 10 and 15 m are computed at the end of simulated
time, or t¼1000 days, over each respective spatial domain and collected for each geometric configuration. These include the one, two, three, six and the diffuse solo cluster
labeled as “1C”, “2C”, “3C”, “6C” and “CD”, respectively. Distributions, initial conditions and dwelling permeabilities are identical to those given in Fig. 5B with one exception:
initial Se are now dwelling-centred, or the “dIC” variant (see Fig. 3). Curve fits of the form αCx to the average solutions for the intermediate 10 m dwelling spacing across all
cluster configurations were computed and plotted along with their corresponding α values presented next to each subplot; parameter “C” was set to the “1C” value in each
case. Residuals differ wildly, with best fit for Mi at order 0.01 to Si with order 102 that improve to varying levels by excluding the “outlier” CD results. Note the logarithmic
scale in the x-direction, where each column for the geometry is situated at their respective Af area values, ranging from 0.04 to 0.2 km2.
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5 to 15 m alters with faster DM. Mosquitoes simply more effec-
tively penetrate the relatively dense cluster of dwellings in the 1C
due to the faster diffusive transport, regardless of the interdwel-
ling spacing. Unsurprisingly, spatial gradients are diminished for
external mosquitoes, while also elevating levels of the infected Ne.
This in turn drives up Ni levels as well with corresponding in-
creases in Ii and Ri (not shown).

The emergent trend across the geometric configurations for the
exterior human densities suggested fitting various functional
forms to the data. We tested three varieties: simple linear
( + )y mx0 , exponential ( )λAe x and power-law ( )αCx , with power-law
residuals performing overall better than the other two, albeit in a
relative sense, and are thus shown. Residuals are most acceptable
for some variables (e.g., interior mosquitoes well under order
1e�4) but are terrible with others (e.g., Si at order 102). Some
improvements result from excluding the CD configuration, such as
with Me and Ne better by two orders of magnitude, yet trends are
more visible with the CD variant included. Most prominent is the
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near exhaustion of Se as Ar rises up to the maximum with CD and
analogous reductions of Ie and Re. As expected, spreading out the
fixed total Se over the larger areas drives down the steady-state
densities for all exterior humans. Nevertheless, the geometry im-
pact on interior levels appears to be nominal overall and gives flat
or nearly constant power-law fits. Best-fit exceptions though
suggest a linear relationship with α at around �1 for exterior Se
humans and a rather less than linear α of 0.1 for internal mos-
quitoes, Mi.

3.3. Steady-state initial mosquito population

Results so far all initiated a burst of infection activity with a
large and spatially homogeneous initial distribution of Me

throughout Ωe. Profiles of solutions at steady state balancing the
variety of spatially distributed mosquito births generated with
Λ (→)xe and the uniform death term μq shown in Fig. 4 were next
applied as initial distributions. This reduced the initial Me peak
down to around 140 insects/km2 at most for the “BZd” birth zone.

Such a change of initial Me eliminates the vigorous infection
event within the first 20 days, dramatically reducing peak and
average mosquito densities (both internal and external). These
translate into substantial changes of human densities during this
initial infection phase; of particular note is the effect on the Se
reservoir. Prior results with the initial large burst of mosquitoes
nearly exhausted the available Se to infect (note the drops to nearly
zero densities in Fig. 5). Now, without flooding the region with Me

and consequently Ne, more susceptible human targets survive the
initial infection event, and these initial transient peaks (and val-
leys for Se) of infections and recovery are less extreme than with
the large burst of Me. Out at steady state, the effects of a non-
exhausted Se reservoir appears to only modestly elevate internal
densities of I and R with an otherwise negligible impact. For in-
stance, in the 1C geometry case, both internal levels rise com-
paratively by around 1.4% and 1.6%, respectively (“BZb” Me birth
zone, not shown). Generally, setting the initial distribution of Me to
the distribution resulting from the balance between births and
deaths lowers peak infections during the initial phase and leads to
the same steady-state densities as solutions relax under the in-
fluence of Peq2. Results with these dynamically balanced Me ICs are
shown in Fig. 8, as described next with spatial variations in human
births.

3.4. Human birth distributions

A spatially uniform component throughout all the results thus
far is homogenous human births with π independent of →x . We
next considered the impact of introducing spatial dependency for
π, distributing the births analogously to the Gaussian initial dis-
tributions, again with either a farm-centred or dwelling-centred
variety. Note that Si births were still held uniform and constant in
the relatively small dwelling regions. Calibrations for each in-
dividual geometric configuration (manipulating the Gaussian
profiles) to obtain comparable densities to the homogeneous ex-
ternal π were performed and combined with their similar initial
conditions. Results were presented across these three versions in
Fig. 8 for both solution extents at steady state and the transient
maximums for infected Ie. For consistency, a homogeneous Se in-
itial distribution is included to correspond to the uniform and
spatially independent π, denoted “hIC”.

The peak levels of Ie over the first 100 days demonstrate the
influence of initial distributions, with respective maximums rising
from the homogenous “hIC” to the Gaussians and their gentle or
sharp gradients with the fIC or dIC. Maximal Ie levels are highest
overall for the dIC CD configuration, since the Gaussian ICs for Se
require such high calibrated peaks (illustrated in Fig. 3D). As
cluster numbers fall down to the 1C, so do these maximum Ie with
the sharp dIC in the first few days. For the gradually sloped fIC
though, the 1C with its higher initial Se elevate Ie just above the 2C
levels and so forth down the configurations. Meanwhile, although
difficult to see in the plot in Fig. 8A, the hIC show rising Ie levels
that progress according to geometry. The CD hits peak levels first,
then the 6C, the 3C and so on, until the longer-term dynamics take
over. Eventual influence of the steady states and dependence on Ar

emerges with overall similar geometric configuration progressions
as with the fIC out to 100 days; there is some shuffling of the
geometric order for the dIC as influence of the initial distributions
fade and the steady-states begin to emerge. Note that the 1CD
peak Ie falls from the highest overall initially to nearly last.

The influence of Peq2 and Ar is further reflected in average Ie out
at steady state (plotted in Fig. 8B), where, across the IC and π(→)x
combinations, increasing Ar lowers the Ie averages. Uniform π re-
sults show nearly negligible gradients that reflect the distribution
of Me more than any distribution of Se due to the birth zone ap-
plied with Λ (→)xe —here the “BZb”. Spatial variations with π(→)x ,
however, establish rather large gradients in Ie at steady state,
particularly with the dwelling-centred type. Some difficulties with
numerical solutions arise for the Gaussian distributions (e.g.,
nearly zero densities of Se at the farm/exterior boundary, ∂Ωi) as
the cluster densities fall, forcing steeper dwelling-centred dis-
tributions. This required modifying the Gaussian calibrations to
maintain Se productions comparable to constant π; note align-
ments of average Ie over the configurations. Hence the anomalous
variations in the extreme steady-state values of Ie, particularly the
minimums, due to these distribution calibrations that incidentally
demonstrate the profound influence of Se on Ie. Either with ICs or
π(→)x , if the peak levels of Se are set quite high, Ie naturally follows,
and further with corresponding spatial distributions.

Instead of a falling trend, internal infections are rather flat
overall (Fig. 8C). Dwelling areas are now constant across all con-
figurations, and the steady-state solutions reflect this. Instead, Ii is
now driven by the numbers of infected Ni invasions that parallel
the 1C to the CD trend (not shown) and in fact mirror the “flapping
flag” pattern seen in Fig. 8C. By contrast, theMi rise over increasing
cluster although at quite low densities, well less than 1 insect per
km2, and with the hIC variants showing relatively higher mosquito
invasion levels until cluster densities fall to the 6C and CD (not
shown). With the greater exposure by alignment of CD dwellings
deeper in the Λ (→)xe , the CD still experiences highest interior in-
fection densities.

Spatial distributions of internal infections (both insect and
human) show distinct peaks in the central and/or left-most
dwellings (illustrated in Fig. 10) depending on the extent of Me

births, except the CD where proximity alone to the mosquito birth
zone dominates. External human births influence the formation of
these interior gradients, despite uniform and constant internal π
for all simulations shown. The farm- and dwelling-centred π(→)x
result in rather similar extents and gradients for Ii (and Ni, not
shown), while leading to different Ne clouds forming around the
dwellings, reflecting the distribution of Se; e.g., the dwelling-
centred π(→)x results in Ne with higher peak levels that are more
tightly confined around the cluster of dwellings (not shown).

3.5. Localised infection and breakout

Infected mosquitoes were next contained within a single
dwelling—instead of homogeneously distributed throughout the
exterior and interior regions—and breakout of infection observed
(see Fig. 9). Numbering the dwellings starting from the upper left
corner (dwelling #1) across the rows (to dwelling #3) and down to
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the lower right corner (dwelling #18), we situated a high density
of Ni in the “last” or 18th dwelling on order 102 insects/km2. Escape
rate of the interior infected mosquitoes is at the higher sr porosity
level, and Ne densities surrounding the inaugural infection corre-
spondingly rise—yet at a greatly diluted level in the larger Ωf

domain (order 10�3). Invasion of neighbouring dwellings is
somewhat delayed compared to the subsequent invasions: 10–
11 days pass before the next dwelling sees any effect. Once pro-
pagated, the sequence of invasion, interior infection and escape
again to the exterior progresses further, although there is still a
delay in the sequence of about a day or two before any noticeable
elevation of Ne surrounding a dwelling. About 3–4 days pass for
peak Ni from the second to final infected dwelling for the CD
geometry. The sparsely distributed CD cluster displays a relatively
weak diffusive coupling between dwellings as the wave of ele-
vated Ni densities progress up through the cluster, in contrast with
results on the densely packed 1C geometry. Dwellings in the 1C
are infected nearly, but not quite, in unison with about a 1 day
delay of peak-to-peak across the cluster from dwelling #17 to #1—
yet again after about a 10-day delay for escape of mosquitoes from
the inaugural infection (not shown). In the 1C cluster, the in-
augural infection again requires a roughly similar 10 days to suf-
ficiently drive surrounding Ne levels through the sr term high
enough to affect its neighbours’ interior Ni.

At end of simulated time of 1000 days, differences between
localised and concentrated infection and the extensive infections
shown earlier disappear with steady-state densities across the
board virtually identical. Time courses between the infection var-
iants along the way to steady-state do differ wildly, however.
Peaks of Ie, for instance, take over 60 days to emerge, unlike Ie
peaks rapidly dissipating under 10 days with Ne initially every-
where (see Fig. 8A). Similar patterns result with other geometries
such as the 1C showing delayed peak levels and eventually similar
steady-state levels but with slightly higher infection densities (not
shown).

We tried disrupting progress of the infection wave through the
dwelling cluster by setting sr to the lower value for intervening
dwellings, shown in Fig. 9A. With six of the dwellings highly re-
sistant to Ne invasion, interior infections are delayed, with lower
peak levels, but not eliminated. The more distant dwellings still
Fig. 8. Human initial condition and spatial birth distribution comparison. Three differen
dwelling-centred, dIC—were combined with analogous spatially distributed human birt
provide the same densities of Se as obtained with a constant π. ICs forMe are the steady-st
are at the elevated and high sr, and all dwelling spacings are at the median of 10 m.
dwelling-centred ICs and birth distributions, π(→)x , across the three sub-panels are

∈ [ ]t 800, 1000 days. Solution extents (max/ave/min) are plotted in Panels B and C at e
respectively, and are aligned vertically in columns corresponding to geometry, includin
logarithmic and that labels for B and C are on the right.
experience nearly identical peak Ni at the same times as before,
about 3–4 days after the second dwelling infection. Still, the “re-
sistant” dwellings enjoy about another day before showing ele-
vated Ni levels. With denser dwelling clusters as with the 1C, these
display somewhat improved benefits of lower mosquito porosity,
with delays in invasion slightly increased (not shown). Advantages
of lower sr are far more apparent out at equilibrium (Fig. 9B). The
lower porosity levels eradicate Ni, while the other dwellings ex-
perience insect levels commensurate with their exposure to the
birth-zone, Λ (→)xe .
4. Discussion

Understanding the impact of spatial distributions of mosqui-
toes and humans on infection is crucial to understanding the dy-
namics of malaria. To further that aim, we have constructed a
simplified general representation of human-dwelling distributions
in small sub-Saharan African villages. We used five landscape or
geometry variations with three different inter-dwelling spacings
to investigate their influence on the dynamics of a classical sus-
ceptible-infected-recovered infectious disease-transmission mod-
el. Initial distributions of people and their influence, along with
variations in mosquito and human birth distributions over the
suites of geometries and impact on infection densities, were ob-
served. Additional components—such as dwelling porosity, re-
flecting quality of construction, susceptibility to vector invasion
and diffusive impacts—were considered. Note that this current
spatial infection model is purely limited to a reaction-diffusion
representation, where mosquito and human transport are treated
as simple Fickian-diffusive mechanisms, and interactions between
them are through classical mass-action reaction kinetics.

4.1. Human distributions and infections

We observe a dramatic effect of human distributions on in-
fection, which is not entirely surprising given that infections do
not occur without human targets. The three different types of
human distributions used here, either initial conditions or births
via π(→)x , strongly dictate the extent of exterior infections, be they
t initial human distributions—homogenous and uniform,hIC; farm-centred, fIC; and
hs, π(→)x . Gaussian birth distributions are calibrated similarly to their IC cousins to
ate distributions resulting from Λ (→)xe set to the “BZb” zone. Dwelling permeabilities
Transient plots of the peak Ie presented in Panel A, with homogenous, farm- and
as noted for all the geometry configurations. Inset: plot for dIC subpanel over
nd of simulation time at 1000 days for the external, Ie, and internal, Ii, infections,
g the three IC and π(→)x combinations. Note that the vertical scaling of Panel B is
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homogenous or Gaussian variants. Peak initial infections clearly
reflect the calibrations for the Se initial conditions, whereas our
efforts to maintain consistent total densities for Se is evident at
steady state; the averages of Ie are essentially the same across all Se
distributions (Fig. 8). Peaks and minimal Ie at steady state vary
considerably, yet again mirroring the calibrations of peak and
minimal human births π(→)x . Alternatively, the relative consistency
of internal infections across Se distribution also reflects the
homogenous distributions of Si as well as constant areas for the
dwellings, essentially equalising across geometries the influence of
the area-dependent equilibrium Peq2. That is, unless the impact of
simple proximity to mosquito births arises as in the CD case.

Interactions between the distributions of Se and uninfected Me

further influence formation of nearly symmetric, Gaussian-like
infected mosquito “clouds” around the dwelling clusters that in
turn influence Ie. Extents of these Ne clouds are quite similar for
the different Gaussian IC and π(→)x combinations, despite the sig-
nificant difference in steepness between them. After the first few
days of infection, the homogenous Se distributions also establish
this nearly bell-shaped distribution around the clusters of dwell-
ings, although with a gentler slope and lower peak that is shifted
slightly to the left of the dwelling cluster; see Fig. 10. The Ne cloud
shifting depends on the extent of mosquito births and spacing of
the dwelling clusters; i.e., 5 or 15 m (see below). For the Gaussian
Se distributions, as exposure to Me births drops from the “BZd” to
the extreme “BZa” versions, the overall distribution shape remains
the same yet at progressively lower densities. No shifting of the
peak Ne cloud appears and is instead apparently dominated by the
highly localised distribution of Se.

The artificial yet computationally convenient restriction of
human movement between the interior and exterior domains is of
course partly responsible for their different trends. The only vector
of infective coupling betweenΩe andΩi is the boundary transport
of infected mosquitoes determined by s. Hence, as long as there
are sufficient mosquitoes surrounding the dwellings, internal in-
fections result—or external, as demonstrated in Fig. 9—if s is set
high enough to permit the transport. Comparing the extreme and
distant “BZa” zone results with the “BZd”, external mosquito den-
sities at steady state drop to around 1 insect per km2, and interior
Mi levels fall yet further. Nevertheless, interior infections persist
at around 1/4 less but still at significant densities (averages
1300/km2). Evidently, the most effective means of reducing interior
Fig. 9. Localised infected mosquito breakout. Transient plots of Ni (Panels A, B) and surfac
infected mosquitoes Ni to one dwelling and essentially no infections everywhere else, in
within each dwelling. Numbering convention left to right, top to bottom: upper left cor
right corner, the site of initial localised infection. Dwelling porosity, sr, set to “high” fo
Transient plots continued to steady state in Panel B, where different columns of dwelling
#4, #13 and #16 had closest proximity to Λ (→)xe with high sr. Exterior infected mosqui
Simulation with homogenous initial Se (“hIC”), constant π and Λ (→)xe set to the “BZb” zon
infections, partly due to confinement of interior humans, is via a
low s that substantially dampens but does not eliminate them at
steady state.

Infections are strongly determined by distributions of Se but
further influenced by the surrounding reservoir of mosquitoes to
transmit infection; e.g., the extreme CD configuration situating an
entire column of dwellings deeper in the range of Λ (→)xe . Further,
variations of our relatively low human diffusion rate at

× − −1.0 10 km day7 2 1 elicits observable effects only within the first
two simulation days. Substantially faster values of DH such as

× − −5 10 km day3 2 1 lower the minimal densities of infected (ex-
ternal) individuals; however, after a few days, these differences all
gradually disappear (Fig. 6).

4.2. Time scales of infection

The impact of varying DH on distributions of Ie reflects the
emergence of two time scales for the infection dynamics. The in-
itial infection event, or phase one, is typically resolved by about
20 days, and phase two is the steady-state distribution when the
systems relax under the influence of Peq2. Overall, as expected, the
IC variants demonstrate their effects only during phase one. With
homogenous π, the Gaussian ICs’ influence on steady-state dis-
tributions vanish, with all other elements being equal. The differ-
ent inter-dwelling spacings clearly have an effect as well within
the first phase of infections, and the relative impacts further de-
pend on the transport speeds for both humans (e.g., Fig. 6) and
mosquitoes. Also, when combined with different π(→)x , the two
time scales are apparent, yet solutions are not driven to identical
densities, with peaks displaying wide variances, again demon-
strating the importance of Se distribution.

Concentrating the initial infection to a single dwelling displays
these two phases of events yet varies the temporal extent of initial
infections. Although the plots in Fig. 9 show interior infected
mosquitoes equilibrated by 100 days, the external dynamic is still
resolving (not shown). Peak infections pass by at about 60–70 days
but at a substantial delay from the homogenous distribution of Ne

shown in Fig. 5, where the strong initial burst of infections con-
clude within about 20 days. When confined to the solo dwelling
and behind the filtering of a s-controlled transport, the infection
reaction takes considerably longer to propagate out and rise up to
still comparable densities (about 200 Ie per km2) as with
e plot of Ne (Panel C) for simulation on CD geometry with localised concentration of
cluding Ie and Ii. Panel A shows Ni densities over the initial 20-day infection phase
ner dwelling #1, third dwelling upper right corner #3, etc., to dwelling #18 lower
r all dwellings except two central rows (dwellings #7 through #12) set to “low”.
s and corresponding exposure to mosquito births were apparent: e.g., dwellings #1,
to densities are plotted in Panel C; note the small scale of order 10�3 insects/km2.
e.



Fig. 10. Diffusion and geometry effects on infection. Contour and colour plots for simulations on 1C geometry with inter-dwelling spacing at 5 m (upper Panels A and B) and
15 m (lower Panels C and D). Initial Se distribution set to homogeneous (hIC), and Me set to an initial steady-state distribution, and source-term birth-zone placement of BZd
—the greatest reach of mosquito births over the human dwellings. Panels A and C show results with baseline DM of −e8.838 km /day3 2 (as in Table A1), whereas panels B and
D are with DM increased by a factor of 2. All panels show both external (Ie) and internal infected humans (Ii) with colour bars split into Ie (lower portion) and Ii (upper portion)
showing pseudo-colour values. Note that solution ranges in upper and lower panels are distinct and set to a rather narrow range for visibility of the modest spatial variations.
The impact of increased DM is more pronounced in tight inter-dwelling spacing (upper panels) where the relative peak of Ie shifts to the right, reflecting greater penetration
into the dwelling cluster. Meanwhile, the overall scale of infections remain moderately lower than with the sparse 15 m cluster.
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homogeneous initial Ne but notably at a similar rapidity from
minimum to peak. Once past a certain density threshold for Ne, the
dynamics of the system are strongly driven from the first equili-
brium Peq1 with zero infections to Peq2. Although the rise is not
quite as steep as seen for Ie in Fig. 5, the jump from almost no
infections to the maximum occurs within around 40 days.

Similar results occur with homogenously distributed Ne but
with a smaller overall reservoir of Me to sustain the infection with
the “BZa”. A more distinctive phase one manifests than seen with
“BZb” and across all combinations of IC and π(→)x . Although peak
densities are again higher from the hIC to the dIC variants, instead
of sustained or even elevating levels above initial peaks at
100 days as in Fig. 8A, all levels fall well below 50 infections/km2

until the attractor of Peq2 eventually propels infections up to
steady-state levels (not shown). Hence, although a strong initial
infection may establish a high peak Ie at the outset, lack of ade-
quate supply of Me suppresses levels of Ie. Apparently, the com-
bination of strength of the initial infection event, its spatial dis-
tribution or confinement and persistent levels of Me shape the
extents of the initial phase. These aspects may provide more op-
tions for any intervention strategy aimed at either of the two
phases.
4.3. Influence of equilibria Peq1 and Peq2

Aside from the numerical challenges in resolving some of the
highly stiff behaviour of the phase-one infections, the saddle point
of Peq1 proved troublesome. Performing the isolated infections
within a solo dwelling revealed the unstable dynamical trajec-
tories emanating from Peq1. Any deviation—however slight—for
infected population densites from identically zero tends to drive
solutions away from the “trivial” Peq1 towards Peq2. This suggests
that the unstable trajectories of Peq1 are aligned in the (N,I) plane.
Although we did not analyse the geometry of the dynamics with
associated eigenvectors and do not conclude this analytically, our
numerical trials strongly suggest this. All simulations—either
spatial with FEM code or non-spatial with built-in MATLAB solvers
—exhibited this behaviour.

Alternatively, the dominant stability of Peq2 is clear, particularly
with influence of regional areas, Ar. The nearly linear power-law
fits (α ≈ 1.0) for exterior human variables against the nearly linear
progression of increasing areas (excluding the extreme CD con-
figuration) suggests simply spreading out the same total number
of people over larger areas determines the trends observed (e.g.,
Fig. 7). This trend persists with simulations excluding any interior
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domains, essentially evicting humans and mosquitoes from
dwellings. Roughly the same progression of falling human den-
sities as Ar rises without any geometric complications of dwelling
clustering, density or inter-dwelling spacing is observed.

The increasing level of spatial gradients for Se as cluster density
rises from the CD to the 1C configuration, however, suggests other
influences such as diffusive impedance of the cluster itself is also
at work. Increasing the mosquito diffusion rate by a factor of two
reduces the spread of extents significantly but not substantially,
for the Se densities unless we increase DM even more or in com-
bination with pushing DH higher as well. With faster human dif-
fusion, the spatial gradients can be nearly completely eliminated.
At the same time, the lower levels of mosquito invasions with
dwellings compacted into the 1C geometry, further enhanced by
the tightest interdwelling spacing, indicates the impact of Peq2 is
mitigated somewhat by geometry and its influence on diffusive
transport.

4.4. Impact of dwelling density

We endeavored to obtain comparable exposures to the mos-
quito population over the geometries by aligning each suite of
dwelling clusters along the same vertical axis ( = )x 100 m . An
identical exposure is not quite possible though, since each in-
dividual cluster required some arbitrary organisation and or-
ientation; e.g., the six cluster with rows of dwellings and not
columns. Be that as it may, effects of mosquito diffusion emerge
with these different cluster organisations where we see dwelling
density across all configurations affecting internal densities. For
the 1C case, since all the dwellings are the most tightly packed
together, transport of mosquitoes via diffusion through the cluster
is impeded; see Fig. 10.

The peaks of the Ne clouds shift closer to the “wave-front” of the
mosquito birthing region. Results with the solo cluster and a
homogenous Se suggest infected mosquitoes are crowded due
simply to diffusive impediments. Dwellings spread out with dis-
tances of 15 m permit shifting of the peak Ne into the cluster re-
gion itself where, interestingly, the peak value is higher than with
the tightly compressed cluster at 5 m. This suggests that the tight
clustering of dwellings function essentially as a single pseudo-
dwelling, blocking penetration into the interior of the cluster. The
greater exposure of the internal dwellings with less impedance
(e.g., the 15 m spacings) then in turn leads to higher peak interior
and exterior infections.

Across the clusters, the greater spread in infection extents for
the widely spaced (15 m) dwellings indicates less diffusive cou-
pling between the individual dwellings and the simply greater
distance from the peak density of Ne. Geometric arrangements of
dwellings acting as progressively less effective barriers to diffusion
through the cluster regions are the primary factor for rising Mi

levels across the clusters (e.g., α ≈ 0.12 in Fig. 7). Despite this, the
interior infection levels are still nearly equivalent over the cluster
configurations. Altering the porosity of individual dwellings within
the 1C cluster—sr at “low” for the second row of dwellings—in an
attempt to disrupt any coupling due to transport to and from the
dwelling interiors has only a nominal effect on exterior or interior
infections for dwellings at high sr at steady state (not shown).
Persistence of infection levels over the cluster configurations is
likely due to dominance of Peq2 overriding the subtle diffusive
effects on Mi observed.

4.5. Diffusive impact

The interpretation above is complicated somewhat by a simple
alteration to the diffusion rate of mosquitoes. Doubling the diffu-
sion rate provided by Maidana and Yang (2007), we now see the
peak Ie shift further to the right in both the tight and spread
dwelling distributions (Fig. 10, Panels B and D). In itself, this is not
surprising; faster diffusion results in deeper penetration by the Me

into the cluster where in fact the greatest densities of Ne and thus
Ie are now on the lee of the dwellings downwind from the mos-
quito wavefront. However, the levels of human infections are al-
tered, with the internal rising and external falling. Higher Ii is
mostly due to greater penetration of Ne into the dwelling cluster,
whereas lower Ie reflects the relative time scales for diffusion and
infection. With diffusion now twice as fast and a corresponding
diffusion length (via =L Dt2 , with t¼1 day) of roughly 270 m,
the reaction time for mosquito infections of β = 0.05/daym or even
the human at β = 0.5/dayh (see system (1)) is simply not fast en-
ough to keep up with the mosquitoes diffusing away. Furthermore,
this is with dwellings also impeding mosquito diffusion through
the cluster at various impacts with tight or spread out clusters. If,
for some reason, however, the Ne densities, or Se for that matter,
are sufficiently high (of the order 103 individuals/km2, say), then
infective reactions would dominate before diffusive effects could
drive the mosquitoes away. This may indeed be the case in high Se
population areas not under consideration here.

Alternatively, varying the infection rates while holding the
baseline DM fixed, we can shift the peak Ne to the right or left as we
wish. Slower β values move the peak through the cluster to the
right—reflecting the longer time required for infections to keep up
with diffusion—while faster β achieves the reverse (not shown).
Perhaps of greatest interest here, however, is the impact of the
increased diffusion rate on the levels of Ne and infected humans, Ie
and Ii. With the faster diffusion for mosquitoes, despite the greater
penetration into the cluster and corresponding greater exposure of
people, the infected levels are lower.

4.6. Limitations

The above discussion on diffusive effects highlights a clear
limitation in this study. Diffusion is by no means the only trans-
port mechanism at work in the lives of mosquitoes and humans.
Our intention, however, was to expand the prior spatial study to
consider more complex arrangements of dwellings, clusters of
dwellings and asymmetric mosquito and human distributions on
relatively small landscapes such as those seen in rural commu-
nities of Fig. 1. Thus important aspects of mosquito transport, such
as advection or wind effects, were neglected (Al-Arydah and
Smith?, 2011). Given cruising speeds of mosquitoes at around
0.7 m/s (Snow, 1976) that can traverse our landscape geometry
within an hour, we instead focused solely on diffusive transport at
this phase of the model. Nevertheless, imposition of a vector field
driving mosquitoes either to or away from a cluster of dwellings
may dramatically affect the results, as suggested by the discussion
of relative time scales for diffusion and infection.

Further, the strong impact of human distributions demon-
strates that modelling efforts aimed at characterizing infectious
dynamics in any spatial context requires careful representation of
human activity. Where the humans are and how they move about
dictates the patterns and levels of exterior infection regardless, as
suggested by the relatively simple human distributions employed
here. Limitations include our artificial demarcation of people into
interior and exterior varieties, with no transport between them,
that fails to capture essential components of human behaviour
(e.g., daily movements from residential to farming or commercial
regions) as well as aggregations of people against concentration
gradients (e.g., gatherings at festivals, etc.). Moreover, we have not
considered any intervention methods such as interior residual
spraying or larval controls, instead choosing to focus on the subtle
complexities of human and mosquito distributions and density
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interactions alone.
The troublesome aspects of the Peq1 saddle point complicated

our efforts. Simulations set with zero infections everywhere, either
mosquito or human, eventually experience an infection event of
the phase-one type: a rapid transition from minimal to peak in-
fections once densities of Ne pass a certain threshold. This is due to
the very nature of numerical simulations; setting initial conditions
to identically zero is certainly possible, but numerical errors on the
order of machine-ϵ that are typically perfectly acceptable for
generic applications here fail due to the influence of the Peq1
saddle. The second-order BDF applied for these simulations pre-
sented similar results to trials with non-diffusive ODE solutions in
MATLAB (ode15s, rel/abs tolerances of 1e�6 and lower) and hence
limited these spatial explorations to those that avoid initial dis-
tributions with zero infections.
5. Conclusions

Although numerically troublesome, the dynamics of the system
established by Peq1 driving infections to Peq2 and the inherently
dual-phase temporal dynamics for the continuum SIR model em-
ployed here suggest any tactics of intervention must consider the
phase of infection. Initial phase behaviour is distinguished by
dramatic elevations of infection evolving on much shorter time
scales clearly calibrated by intensity and distribution of inaugural
infection, and rapid response within days may be essential. Over
the longer secondary phase as Peq2 dominates, speed of response
may not be so critical instead of simple persistent efforts to era-
dicate the M reservoir or just isolating N and I densities from
traversing the unstable trajectories around Peq1. Either way, results
here confirm the approaches of quarantine (e.g., low s), distance
(e.g.,“BZa” Λ (→)xe ) and ideally eradication of vectors that are so
intuitively apparent without modelling effort.

A key result from our work, however, is that tightly compressed
dwellings result in high peak levels when diffusion is low, but
these can be reduced when diffusion is fast. Thus dwellings that
cluster in windy areas, for instance, may not be as much at risk as
those that cluster in non-windy regions if we consider diffusion
alone a reasonable representation of mosquito transport. This will
help guide intervention strategies based on geography. Such con-
siderations should likely include the simple proximity to birth
sites of mosquitoes that directly influence levels of infection;
however, this is complicated by human densities and distributions.
Successful larval control methods may then require substantial
levels of intervention given the complexities noted here and
elsewhere for spatial and temporal distributions of birthing re-
gions (Githeko et al., 2012). Additionally, the effects of dwelling
porosity or quality of home construction suggest that reducing
susceptibility of homes to mosquito invasion alone may potentially
eliminate exposure of people to infection, at least indoors. This is
conditional of course on practical caveats of when and whether
people stay indoors as well as the economic feasibility for in-
creased housing quality.

A note of caution is warranted, however. The relative ease and
convenience of expanding classic SIR dynamics to include spatial
components with reaction-diffusion effects as we have done here,
and the flexibility permitted with FEM approaches, comes with
tradeoffs. Continuum approximations such as simulating less than
one insect per km2 that nevertheless leads to widespread infection
events due to the influence of the model's equilibria (and nu-
merical realities) suggest discrete spatial methods may be more
suitable. The highly sensitive and unstable trajectories along the
(N,I) plane requires careful handling to omit spurious events from
machine-ϵ-sized infections. Further, impedance of mosquito in-
vasions through apertures of 5 m also indicate scaling issues for
the diffusive representation; it is not likely a 1 cm insect is in-
timidated by such obstacles. Diffusive models for human beha-
viour also gloss over the complexities and subtleties driving con-
centration or dispersion of the clearly all-important distributions
of S that in turn dictate the infection extents as seen here.

The overarching importance of human distributions, their
transport and interaction with infectious “clouds” of mosquitoes on
the infection dynamic must therefore guide any future spatial
modelling efforts. Incorporating intervention methods (e.g., IRS,
mosquito bed nets, etc.) including spatial heterogeneities and
advective effects on mosquitoes could be founded on a discrete
representation of human distributions and movements, perhaps
an agent-based model on a discrete grid or Monte Carlo walk
through a graph network. Proper handling of any unstable “trivial”
and uninfected states would be essential. Such a scheme could still
benefit from the relative ease of a diffusion model such as che-
mical attractant gradients for mosquitoes. Regardless, the domi-
nant impact of human distributions clearly requires substantial
care in any spatial modelling effort investigating infection
dynamics.
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Appendix A. Equilibria

For system (1), we wish to find any equilibria of the associated
non-diffusive analogue and do so by exploiting the symbolic
package Maple. For simplicity of this derivation, we treat the dif-
ferent area terms of the system (Ae, Ar and βA ) as the same for an
idealised geometric region. We obtain two equilibrium points, one
of which is the disease-free equilibrium, denoted Peq1, with in-
fected mosquitoes and humans at zero density:
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We see dependence of this first equilibrium point on the ratios of
birth and death rates as well as scaling by unit area for variables in
densities of individuals L/ 2. Using the next-generation method, we
estimate the basic reproduction number at the disease-free equi-
librium via the incidence of infection and dwell time of infection:
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For simplicity here with the non-diffusive case, we treat the areas
such as βA as 1. Hence, we obtain =R 40.570 using the default
parameters given in Table A1.



Table A1
Parameter values.

Parameter Description Value Reference

DM Mosquito diffusion (All Ω) 8.838�10�3 km2 day�1 Maidana and Yang (2007)
DH Human diffusion (All Ω) 1.0�10�7 km2 day�1 Estimated
Ar,Ae Area (farm, exterior) Geometry dependent; km2 Calculated

βA Infection rate area scaling 100�100 m2 Estimated

Λe Mosquito birth rate 1000 year�1 Al-Arydah and Smith? (2011)

Λ(→)x : BZa Mosquito birth zone “a” ≤ −x 290 m

Λ(→)x : BZb Mosquito birth zone “b” ≤ −x 200 m

Λ(→)x : BZc Mosquito birth zone “c” ≤ −x 50 m

Λ(→)x : BZd Mosquito birth zone “d” ≤x 100 m

μq Mosquito death rate 7.3�1 day�1 Al-Arydah and Smith? (2011)
βm Mosquito infection rate − −0.05 human day1 1 Al-Arydah and Smith? (2011)

π Human birth rate 1/2 humans day�1 Al-Arydah and Smith? (2011)
βh Human infection rate − −0.5 mosq day1 1 Al-Arydah and Smith? (2011)

h Human I → S rate 1/9 day�1 Al-Arydah and Smith? (2011)
δ Human R → S rate 1/30 day�1 Al-Arydah and Smith? (2011)
μh Human death rate 1/18250 day�1 Al-Arydah and Smith? (2011)
α Human I → R rate 1/8 day�1 Al-Arydah and Smith? (2011)
γ Human I death rate 0.05 day�1 Al-Arydah and Smith? (2011)
sr Dwelling porosity (high) 0.8 mosq. m�1 day�1 Estimated
sr Dwelling porosity (low) 1�10�3 mosq. m�1 day�1 Estimated
Me0 and Mi0 Mosquito M IC (homogeneous) 1100 and 50 mosq./km2 Estimated
Ne0 and Ni0 Mosquito N IC (homogeneous) 50 and 0.01 mosq./km2 Estimated
Se0 and Si0 Human S IC (homogeneous) 100 and 500 humans/km2 Estimated
Ie0 and Ii0 Human I IC (homogeneous) 0.01 humans/km2 Estimated
Re0 and Ri0 Human R IC (homogeneous) 0.01 humans/km2 Estimated
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The second, endemic, equilibrium point Peq2 exhibits a more
complicated dependency on the parameters of the system. We
show “compact” versions here:
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We streamlined these expressions with the following simplifying
relations
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The above expressions simplify to the following values, all scaled
by the idealised area A using the default system parameter values
given in Table A1:
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Numerical results confirm these values both with a simple re-
gion with A¼1 and for a variety of geometry areas; however, it
should be noted that, for the suite of six geometries tested, the
areas are more complicated due to different regions of activity for
mosquitoes (the entire external region Ae) or humans (the “farm-
ing” regions Ar), and numerically obtained results reflect these
variations. Of further note is dependence of equilibria on the birth
rates for mosquitoes, Λ(→)x , which is also subject to alterations by
virtue of spatial distributions; e.g., the “BZx” birthing zone variants.

Linearisation of these equilibria was performed and stability
classified—for the parameter values listed in Table A1—again in
Maple. Associated eigenvectors and geometry of the dynamics was
not analysed. All eigenvalues for Peq2 are negative, and hence it is a
stable critical point. Peq1, however, includes one positive eigenva-
lue amongst a suite of otherwise negative eigenvalues and is thus
a saddle point. The largest eigenvalue for Peq1 is given by:
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Default parameter values result in an eigenvalue of about 67.3
for λmax

Peq1. A simple sampling of the parameter space aimed at re-
ducing the radical term Δ in expression (A.1) and producing a
stable disease-free equilibrium indicates greatest sensitivity to μq,
the mosquito death rate. Increases by two orders of magnitude for
μq drives λmax

Peq1 below zero, whereas other parameters require
substantially larger modifications when altered alone. Reducing
mosquito births (Λ) by an order of magnitude in tandem with μq

lowers the required rise in mosquito deaths to produce this effect.
Although a thorough bifurcation analysis is beyond the scope of

this paper, it appears a semi-pitchfork bifurcation occurs with
rising μq, transitioning the system from two equilibria (an unstable
disease-free equilibrium and a stable endemic equilibrium) to a
single, stable disease-free equilibrium. Hence, considering λmax

Peq1 as
a representative threshold for the basic reproductive ratio for a
non-diffusive analogue of system (1), we have >R 10 for default
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parameters unless mosquito deaths (or births, say) are modified
enough to transition λ < 0max

Peq1 and hence <R 10 .
Numerical tests of this non-diffusive analogue with MATLAB

ODE solvers (e.g., ode15s) confirm unstable trajectories emanate
from Peq1 but appear confined to directions along the (N,I) plane.
Identically zero initial conditions for N or I remain fixed at Peq1
given caveats of suitable relative and absolute error handling. If
machine-ϵ ICs for N or I are used, however, eventually infections
rise and follow trajectories traversing from Peq1 to Peq2. Simulations
with modified mosquito deaths are consistent with expectations
regarding the impact on λmax

Peq1: the endemic equilibrium merges
with the disease-free equilibrium as μq rises, and we obtain a
stable disease-free system for sufficiently large increases in μq. The
relatively high sensitivity to μq in our model suggests that inter-
ventions may be most effective when directed at eradication of the
mosquito vector.
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